An apparent 3-D image can be perceived from only two 2-D images displayed at different depths, when an observer views them from the direction in which they are overlapped. The two 2-D images are created from an original 2-D image by dividing its luminance according to independently obtained depth information. Subjective test results show that (1) an apparent 3-D image is perceived and (2) the perceived depth continuously varies according to the change in luminance ratio between the two 2-D images.
Introduction
When an observer perceives two overlapped transparent images, the two image planes can usually be distinguished using various visual cues. For example in 2-D (two dimensional) images, such visual cues are texture (Watanabe & Cavanagh, 1996) , luminance factor (Masin, 2002) , or motion (Edwards & Nishida, 1999) . In 3-D (three-dimensional) images, two transparent images with different depths can usually be distinguished using binocular disparity (Lankheet & Palmen, 1998; Gepshtein & Cooperman, 1998; McKee & Verghese, 2002) .
There are several discussions about depth fusion of two overlapped transparent images to one image with one depth, but depth fusion of two overlapped images whose retinal images are significantly different from ones of a single image at intermediate depth has not yet been discussed or reported. Firstly, Foley (1976) discussed the depth fusion of two overlapped vertical bars with different depths, but his results were refuted by Ono (1987) .
Foley initially reported that two overlapped vertical bars with different luminances were perceived as an image with one depth which could be changed according to bar luminances. However, Ono repeated Foley's experiments and concluded that these bars were perceived as having step-function disparities among the front, rear, and fixation points. Secondly, Ando (1987) discussed the depth fusion of two overlapped transparent images with particular patterns using the differential binocular vision method, but his method cannot be applied to the two overlapped ordinary images whose retinal images are significantly different from ones of a single image at intermediate depth. Ando deduced that their retinal images are almost the same as ones of a single image at an intermediate depth between two transparent images, only when the two overlapped images have the particular luminance distributions that can be fairly approximated by the first term of a Taylor expansion (i.e., they are differentiable and change very slowly) and have very little depth difference.
We have found a new perceptual phenomenon (here, we call it ''depth-fused 3-D'' or ''DFD'' perception) in which two overlapped images with different depths can be perceived as a single-depth image, even when their retinal images are widely different from those of a single image at intermediate depth (i.e., the luminance distributions are not differentiable and change significantly). The perceived depth of the fused image continuously changes as the luminance ratio of the two images is changed. The two images are displayed at front and rear frontal-parallel planes, as illustrated in the upper part of Fig. 1 . Note that the image intensities are summed from both front and rear images. The alignment and magnification of the two-layer images are arranged such that the images are viewed as completely overlapped at the viewpoint between the observer's eyes (here, we call it the ''overlapped condition''). The two 2-D images are created from an original 2-D image projected from 3-D space. The only difference between them is their luminance distributions, which are calculated according to the depth of each object in 3-D space. The luminance ratio between the two images at each point is obtained from the distance ratio between the object and the two image planes. Therefore, if an object is in the front plane, its full luminance value is assigned to the front image and likewise for the rear plane.
Observers perceive an apparent 3-D image (i.e., a depth-fused image) that has depths between the front and rear planes, as illustrated in the lower part of Fig. 1 . When the rear-image luminance is zero (e.g., square no. 4 in Fig. 1) , the depth-fused image is perceived to be at the front plane. When the rear-image luminance is not zero but lower than the front-image luminance (e.g., square no. 3), the depth-fused image is perceived to be near the front plane. When the rear-image luminance ratio is higher than the front-image luminance (e.g., square no. 2), the image is perceived to be near the rear plane. When the front-image luminance is zero (e.g., square no. 1), the image is perceived to be at the rear plane. (A demonstration of the depth-fused image is shown in Fig. 7 (a) using stereoscopic images, which are right-eye and left-eye retinal images when we see the front and rear images from the viewpoint of the two eyes in the overlapped condition as shown in Fig. 1 ). Fig. 1 . Schematic diagram of the new perceptual phenomenon we found. The fundamental configuration of the front and rear planes (extent of oblique lines), including an observer, and an example of two 2-D images (squares nos. 1-4) are illustrated in the upper part. The dotted lines in the upper part indicate that the alignment and magnification of the two 2-D images were arranged to completely overlap at the viewpoint between the observer's eyes. The apparent 3-D image is illustrated in the lower part. (A demonstration of the left-and right-eye images produced from the front and rear images is shown in Fig. 7(a) .) Fig. 2 . Example of DFD perception in a general image. The fundamental configuration of the front and rear planes (extent of oblique lines), including an observer, and an example of two 2-D images (containing a stuffed animal, doll, house, rear curtain, side curtain, and floor) are illustrated in the upper part. The dotted lines in the upper part indicate that the alignment and magnification of the two 2-D images were arranged to completely overlap at the midpoint viewpoint between the observer's eyes. The apparent 3-D image is illustrated in the lower part. (A demonstration of the left-and right-eye images produced from the front and rear images is shown in Fig. 7(b) .) DFD perception occurs not only for squares but also for a general image as shown in Fig. 2 . The front and rear 2-D images are created from an original 2-D image projected from 3-D space. The only difference between them is their luminance distributions, which are calculated according to the depth of each object in 3-D space. When the front-image luminance is higher than the rearimage luminance (e.g., the stuffed animal in Fig. 2) , the depth-fused image is perceived to be near the front plane. When the front-image luminance ratio is slightly lower (e.g., the doll), the depth position is slightly farther from the front plane. When the front-image luminance is lower than the rear-image luminance (e.g., the house), the image is perceived to be near the rear plane. When the front-image luminance is almost zero (e.g., the rear curtain), the image is perceived to be almost at the rear plane. A gradual change in luminance ratio in the vertical and horizontal directions (e.g., the floor and side curtain) is perceived as a 3-D image occupying a continuous range of depth. (A demonstration of the depth-fused image is shown in Fig. 7 (b) using stereoscopic images, which are right-eye and left-eye retinal images when we see the front and rear images from the viewpoint of the two eyes in the overlapped condition as shown in Fig. 2.) 
Methods
Four experiments were performed to test the validity of the proposed DFD perception and to clarify the observation conditions. In the first, 10 subjects were asked to report their depth perceptions with both eyes and with a single eye when they viewed the images shown in the upper part of Fig. 1 . In the second, four subjects were asked to adjust the perceived depth of a reference (i.e., a marker), which was a mechanically movable real image, to match that of the depth-fused stimuli, when the luminance ratio was changed (see Fig.  3a ). In the third and fourth experiments, intended to clarify the observation conditions, two subjects were asked to adjust the reference depth to the nearest depth of the stimuli when the horizontal and vertical positions of the front stimulus were shifted from the overlapped condition (see Fig. 3c and d).
Experiment 1
Ten subjects including the first three authors participated in the experiments. All subjects were unfamiliar with visual psychological tasks, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal stereoscopic ability.
Two 10-inch liquid-crystal displays (LCDs) were used to display two 2-D images. A half mirror was also used to construct optical paths so that the front-image intensity was added to the rear-image intensity incident to the subject's eyes. The alignment and magnification of the two images were arranged to overlap at the viewpoint between the subject's eyes. The overall image intensity incident to the subject's eyes was kept constant when the luminance ratio between the two images was changed.
The stimuli were the front and rear images shown in the upper-right part of Fig. 1 .
The 10 subjects were asked to report whether they could perceive the 3-D image shown in the lower part of Fig. 1 . One session was conducted for each subject.
Experiment 2
Four subjects participated in the experiments. All subjects were unfamiliar with visual psychological tasks, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal stereoscopic ability.
The two 2-D images were displayed as stimuli using the same apparatus as in experiment 1. In order to judge the perceived depth of the stimuli, the apparatus shown in Fig. 3a was used. The reference image (marker) was displayed by using a half mirror (not illustrated in Fig.  3a ) and a mechanically movable LCD controlled by a joystick.
The stimuli were two 2-D green squares displayed on the front and rear planes. The rear square size was 3.0 cm (43 arcmin). The front square size and the alignment between the squares were arranged to cause the squares to overlap at the viewpoint between the subject's eyes (dotted lines in Fig. 3a) . The distance between the subject and the front 2-D square was 225 cm, and the separation between the two 2-D squares was 15.0 cm (corresponding to a disparity of 6.2 arcmin). A randomdot pattern was used as the reference in order to exclude size and shape effects.
The four subjects were asked to match the depth of the reference to that of the stimuli by freely controlling a joystick. Before the matching in each trial, subjects were asked to confirm that the stimuli were perceived as depth-fused. A session consisted of eleven trials where the luminance ratio of the front and rear images was changed in 10% steps in a random sequence. Four sessions were carried out for each subject.
Experiment 3
Two subjects participated in the experiments. Both subjects were unfamiliar with visual psychological tasks, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal stereoscopic ability.
The same apparatus and stimuli as in experiment 2 were used. The procedure was the same as in experiment 2, except for matching the reference to the nearest perceived depth of the stimuli and changing the horizontal position of the front image from the overlapped condition, as shown in Fig. 3c . The front-and rear-image luminances were equal. A session consisted of nine trials where the horizontal position of the front image was changed in a random sequence between the position of the overlapped condition (0 arcmin) and that of 14.9 arcmin to the right. Five sessions were carried out using the two subjects.
Experiment 4
The same subjects, apparatus, and stimuli as in experiment 3 were used. The procedure was the same as in experiment 3, except for changing the vertical position of the front image from the overlapped condition, as shown in Fig. 3d . A session consisted of seven trials where the vertical position of the front image was changed in a random sequence between the position of the overlapped condition (0 arcmin) and the position of 13.5 arcmin in the upward direction. Five sessions were carried out with the two subjects.
Results
The experimental results showed that observers perceived a depth-fused 3-D image from only two 2-D images at different depths and that the overlapped condition was optimum for the perception of the depthfused image.
Experiment 1
All 10 observers using both eyes reported that they perceived a depth-fused 3-D image as illustrated in the lower part of Fig. 1 ; this depth perception was not obtained with a single eye.
Experiment 2
The perceived depth of the depth-fused stimuli varied continuously according to the change in luminance ratio between the two 2-D stimuli (Fig. 3b) . The depths perceived by all four observers coincided well. Fig. 3c shows that a small horizontal shift from the overlapped condition (0-3 arcmin) did not change the perceived depth (35%) from the depth of the depth-fused image (34%-45% at front-image luminance of 50% in Fig. 3b ), indicating that DFD perception was obtained. When the horizontal shift increased (3-6 arcmin), the nearest perceived depth rapidly approached the front plane (0%), indicating non-DFD perception. Fig. 3d shows that almost the same depth (40%) as the depth-fused image was perceived around the overlapped condition, indicating DFD perception. When the vertical shift increased, the nearest perceived depth gradually approached the front plane, indicating non-DFD perception.
Experiment 3

Experiment 4
Discussion
Model for DFD perception
What enables the observer to perceive a depth-fused 3-D image in the overlapped condition? Since DFD perception was not obtained with a single eye, binocular cues must play important roles in this perception. To answer this question, we compared the difference in binocular cues as follows.
Because the results of experiments 3 and 4 suggest that the main factor is a difference between the overlapped condition and non-completely overlapped condition (e.g., the difference between the horizontal shifts of 0 and 15 arcmin in Fig. 3c) , we studied the differences between vertical-edge sequences in the overlapped and general (i.e., non-completely overlapped) conditions, as shown in Fig. 4a edge sequence in the general condition, the order of edge sequences is inverted on both vertical sides of the rectangles. The difference suggests that the human visual system fails to solve the matching problem using binocular cues. This suggestion is supported by the experimental result that the extent of horizontal shift over which DFD perception was perceived (see Fig. 3c ) agreed well with the extent of horizontal shift within which the vertical-edge sequence was inverted as shown in Fig. 4d (i.e., approximately 0-3 arcmin) . Moreover, experiment 4 suggests that the DFD perception breaks when a new cue for perceiving the front and rear images separately arises (see Fig. 3d ).
After failing to solve the binocular-matching problem, one possibility is that the visual system may try to solve the problem by using only low-spatial-frequency components, as illustrated in Fig. 4e . It has been suggested that the human visual system has several channels with different spatial frequencies (Marr, 1982) . It is thus assumed that a filtered image reconstructed from lowspatial-frequency channels, like the red curves in Fig. 4e , can generate only two vertical edges (i.e., blue and red arrows) in each eye image, which results in one disparity of the images. The horizontal positions of the edges in each filtered eye image are located at intermediate positions between those in the front and rear images. This indicates that the depth perceived from the binocular disparity is intermediate between the front and rear images. Consequently, if the luminance ratio of the front and rear images changes continuously, the perceived depth varies continuously according to this ratio. Kumar (1995) discussed the depth perception in a stereogram, which is similar to the retinal images of DFD phenomenon, but his stereogram pattern cannot be made from the front and rear images in our phenomenon. His stereogram consisted of black-framed white rectangles, gray-scaled bold vertical edges, and white background. It is different in that the background and white rectangle have the same luminances in Kumar's effect. In our phenomenon, the rectangle and background have opposite luminances compared with the edge luminance. The difference in the pattern is more clearly seen at the retinal images of the front and rear planes. In our phenomenon, the retinal images of the front and rear planes are simple rectangles, which do not need occlusion or anything similar in order to explain the perceived depths of front and rear images. On the other hand, in Kumar's effect, occlusion is needed to explain why these images are perceived as the front and rear planes.
Validity of our model
An experiment was performed to test the validity of the assumption that low-frequency channels are active in DFD perception. Two observers were asked to adjust a marker to match the nearest depth of the rectangular stimuli, when their aspect ratios were changed (see Fig.  5 ), which corresponds to a change in the horizontal spatial frequency.
Method
The same two subjects as in experiments 3 and 4 participated.
A stereoscopic apparatus consisting of a 20-inch cathode-ray tube display, two orthogonal polarizers set on the display, and polarizing glasses were used to display the left-and right-eye images separately to the subject's eyes. The left-and right-eye images calculated from the supposed front-and rear-rectangle images in the overlapped condition as shown in Fig. 5 were used as the stimuli. To enable the subjects to judge the perceived depth of the stimuli, a reference image (a stereoscopic pair of squares) was displayed vertically above the stimuli, whose disparity could be controlled using a keyboard. The luminance ratio of the supposed front image was 70%. The vertical size for the stimuli and the reference was 43.0 arcmin. The distance between the observer and the display was 150 cm. The separation between the supposed front and rear images was 11.5 arcmin in disparity, and the edge width was 5.7 arcmin.
The two subjects were asked to adjust the reference to match the nearest depth of the stimuli using the keyboard, when the aspect ratios of the stimuli were chan- ged (see Fig. 5 ), which corresponds to a change in horizontal spatial frequency. A session consisted of nine trials in which the horizontal widths (the widths of the supposed front and rear images) were changed in a random sequence. Five sessions were carried out.
Results
The experimental results show that DFD perception occurred only when the width of the rectangular stimuli was sufficiently larger than the edge width, indicating the validity of the low-frequency-channel assumption. Fig. 5 shows that when the stimulus width was much larger than the edge width, the perceived depth saturated at 15%-25%. This perceived depth was almost the same as that of the depth-fused image (16%-26% at the front-image luminance of 70% in Fig. 3b ). When the stimulus width was decreased, the nearest perceived depth rapidly approached the front-panel depth (0%), indicating non-DFD perception. This result supports the assumption that low-frequency-channel operation is necessary for DFD perception after the visual system fails to solve the binocular-matching problem.
Additional insights into stereopsis
The DFD perception has two restrictions in addition to the observation condition, because of the specific condition needed for depth perception. Clarifying the restrictions gives us two insights into stereopsis, in addition to confirming the low-frequency-channel assumption.
Isolated narrow pattern
DFD perception does not occur with an isolated narrow pattern, which indicates the lower limit to the horizontal width of the 3-D image. A pattern narrower than the edge width was perceived to have the same depth as the front-plane, rather than the depth-fused image, as shown in Fig. 5 . Our experimental results confirm that DFD perception has a pattern restriction. However, this restriction is not a serious problem for display applications, because isolated narrow patterns are not common in conventional images on conventional displays. For example, the depth perception in Fig. 2 was obtained without any serious problem, although the image includes a lot of narrow patterns (e.g., the floor design and the vertical lines of the house).
Distance limitation in the depth fusing
The distance between the front and rear planes may not matter for the DFD perception. For example, DFD image can be successfully perceived at several distances when values of {distance between the front and rear planes, distance between observer and front plane, disparity between the front and rear planes} are {3 mm, 400 mm, 4.2 arcmin}, {5 mm, 400 mm, 6.8 arcmin}, {8 mm, 400 mm, 10.8 arcmin}, {150 mm, 1800 mm, 9.4 arcmin}, and {150 mm, 2250 mm, 12.4 arcmin}.
In DFD perception, there is a limitation on the maximum distance between the front and rear planes. This maximum distance is less than the critical distance, which is deduced from Fig. 5 . In Fig. 5 , DFD perception cannot occur when the image width is less than the edge width in keeping the distance between the front and rear planes constant. Since the edge width is equal to the disparity between the front and rear planes, DFD perception cannot occur at least when the disparity between the front and rear planes is larger than the disparity of the image width while keeping the image width constant. 
Artifact at the edges
When a slanted rectangle was displayed with a large depth interval between the front and rear planes, an artifact of narrow vertical side-planes was perceived in addition to the slanted rectangle, which suggests the simultaneous operation of multiple spatial-frequency channels for depth perception in stereopsis.
An experiment was carried out to clarify this. The subjects, stereoscopic apparatus, and procedure were the same as in Section 4.2.1 except for the stimulus pattern. The stimulus pattern was the left-and right-eye images calculated from the supposed front and rear images of a slanted rectangle shown in the upper part of Fig. 6 . The luminance ratio of the supposed front image was linearly changed from 0 to 100% from top to bottom. The stimulus size was 86 · 43 arcmin. The separation between the supposed front and rear images was 11.5 arcmin in disparity, and the edge width was 5.7 arcmin.
The two subjects were asked to adjust the reference depth to the depth of the stimuli (see upper part of Fig. 6 and methods). The test points for depth examination were the top, bottom, and side-plane parts of the stimuli. The subjects were also asked to report how slanted each part was perceived to be. A session consisted of three trials in which the tested part was changed in a random sequence between top, bottom, and side planes. Five sessions were carried out.
All subjects reported that except for the side planes, the stimuli were perceived as a vertical slanted plane whose depth ranged between those of the front and rear planes, as illustrated in the lower part of Fig. 6 . This supports the operation of the low-frequency channel in depth perception of stereopsis. On the other hand, the side planes were perceived as a vertical plane of intermediate depth between the front and rear planes.
Overlapped condition in the real world
The ''overlapped condition'' is a specific situation in life, because the observer's position is restricted as shown in Fig. 3c and d . This seems to lead the human visual system to fail to solve the binocular-matching problem as indicated in the model in Section 4.1. If human observers encounter situations like this in the real 3-D world, they avoid the problem by changing their position. Therefore, this phenomenon may not be a big problem for the overall human visual system. However, new optical or display systems could be developed if such visual illusions could be used effectively. Fig. 7 . Demonstration of DFD perception using right-and left-eye images corresponding to (a) Fig. 1 and (b) Fig. 2 . They are right-eye and left-eye retinal images when we see the front and rear images from the viewpoint of the two eyes in the overlapped condition as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . Note that, in Fig. 7(a) , the stereoscopic images of nos. 2 and 3 must have narrow regions at the right and left sides of the wide rectangles, whose luminances are different from the wide rectangles. If you cannot see the narrow regions because of poor printing quality or etc., you may not perceive the DFD images.
